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I • INTRODUCTION 

In paperll/ a model which can describe the behaviour of 
all known mesons in the low-energy sphere was proposed*. 
The model is based on the a study of four-quark interactions. 
It automatically reproduces models, which have been well
known earlier for various sorts of mesons. So, for instance, 
the u -model is emerged for the scalar and pseudo-scalar 
meson sector, the model of Yang-Mills type for the vector 
meson sector, the model with vector meson dominance for 
electromagnetic interactions. The pseudo-vector and tensor 
mesons are described in the same way. 

All constants of the strong interaction are defined by 
quark loops. These loops are defined by finite integrals or 
logarithmically divergent expressions. The square-divergent 
integrals can also emerge, for instance, when one describes 
masses of mesons or the interaction of tensor mesons. Since 
higher divergences are absent in this model, it is renorma
lizable. All the strong-interaction constants of various , 
~uLL~ ur w~~uu~ are conneccea wicn eacn other and are expres
sed via the only constant gp defining the decay processp~2"*~ 

Five various types of couplings between quarks such as 
scalar,pseudoscalar,vector,pseudovector, and tensor couplings 
are possible in the initial effective four-quark interaction. 
Our further statement is that all the.se types of couplings 
describe the interaction only between mesons really existing 
in Nature. In particular, instead of fictitions a-particles 
emerging in the old version of the u -model, we propose to 
regard experimentally detected particles (resonances), t 

and 8. Masses of these resonances (m t •700 MeV, m8 =98I HeV) 
appreciably deviate from the prediction of the u-model, in 

* The model/17 continues the model12/ proposed earlier. 
** The mass of quark mq emerging in the model is expressed 

through one more parameter, the constant of the decay "+~~v: 
mq =gF (The Coldberger-Treiman identity). g is a constant 
of the strong interaction between quarks and pions, g-g /~ 

:/!__ 
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which the formula m~ = m; + 4m 2 111 (mq .. 240 MeV) takes 
0 q 

place*. However, th1s fact should be regarded as the break-
down of the chiral symmetry, really existing in Nature. 

It will be shown in this paper how our statement allows 
us to describe the decay Tf ~ " 0 YY in a good agreement with 
experimental data obtained recently/3/. Models with the more 
exact chiral symmetry could not provide a good agreement 
with experiment /4,5/. 

In the next section all the processes corresponding to 
the decay Tf ~ " 0 YY and also the decays close to them, 
Tf'-+py and Tf'-+wy, will be described. 

In section 3 the decay Tf .. " 0 yy is discussed in the 
realistic case and in the limit of the chiral symmetry. 

The Lagrangian, which describes the interaction between 
quarks and mesons we are interested in has the form/1/ 

Q .... '1a+$.,o .... gP .... 
.J..•qlg[t +r8+iy

5
( +rrr)]+--y~'[w +rpl']lq-
~ 2 I' 

m! 
+ ---w )A~' 

(I) 

o) ,. 

Here 
u 

Q• (d) are quark fields, having three colours (we sup-

pose the sunmation over colour indices in (I)) t, 8, rr, ., , 
w, p are fields of scalar pseudoscalar, and vertor mesons, 
respectively, A~' is photon field, m P and m ware masses 
of p- and w-mesons, e is the electromagnetic charge, g and 
gp are strong coupling constants, g=y2rr, gp•v'8g; ; are 
Pauli matrices, yl' are Dirac matrices. 

The decay processes P0 
.. 'IY· w .. 'IY· 'I' .. PY, 'I' .. wy are 

described by triangle quark diagrams of the anomalous type, 
shown in fig. I**. Their amplitudes are 

• This note applies more to the 8 -resonance since the 
t -resonance has a larger width ( - 400 MeV) due to which the 
divergence of its mass from the predicted mass of the u -
particle is not too big. (mu •500 MeV). 

** These processes were calculated by the same way in paper/8~ 
In contrast to 181 we use one independent constant of the 
strong interaction. 

·: ,'f:H')'T I 
.,,)t-~1W~ i 
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1 (2) 
T, =-T,. 

1J -><UY 3 1J ->PY 

Here F =95 MeV is the pion decay constant, (} is the angle 
of singlet-octet mixing of the 1J -meso~l. We shall choose the 
old value 0=-11° for it, though the other experimental value 
is known (} =-18° 111 • q is the momentum of photon, p is the 
momentum of the p or w mesons, £II. and E 

11 are the p -meson 
• · .P 1 yd . h and photon polar1zat1on, respect1ve y, an EIJ.vpu 1s t e 

fully antisymmetric tensor. The decay widths corresponding to 
the amplitudes (2) are 

r o =54 keV, r =6,4 keV, ( 3) 
p ->TJY W->TJY 

JTJ'->py =97 keV, jTJ,-><UY=9,8 keV 

The experimental values are consistent with these estima-
tes 

! exp. = (55+14) keV 181 jexp. =(3+2•5) keV 181 
p0 -> 1JY - ' w -+1JY -I , 6 

(4) 

rtl~P· ( 3 4 4 5) keV1111
{'

8}P· =(7 56+1 4) keV 191 

1J ... py = 8 ' _.!. ' ' 1J -><UY ' - ' 

._..z ---~ 
a) b) 

I 

ft-. ~I • 

Fig. I d) 
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a) 

Fig.2 

a_/T-~.r 

~--~ 
b) 

Let us now describe the 8 -meson decays. The 8 ... 2y process 
is also described by the finite triangle diagram which is 
not anomalous but of the usual type (fig.2a). Such diagrams 
were calculated in paper 11°1 • For the amplitude of the 8 ... 2y 
decay we get the expression 

2a jLII II IL ) IL II 
T., 2 = --(g q1q2- q 1q2 tl t 2 ' 

U-+ y 37TF 
(5) 

e 2 d are the momenta and photon where a = "4rT' ql ' q 2 an f 1 ' t 2 

polarizations. The width of the 8 ... 2y process equals 
rnl) am[) 2 r., = -(--) .. 1.3 keV. 

u-+ 2Y IT 12rrF 
(6) 

The 8 ... 1JIT process differs from the previous decays as 
• ... .. • • 1 ,.. • 1 'I • .. , - - --! .._,_ 

r:ne correspona1ng Lrl.ang.L~ u.La!!,Ldlll .~., uo=.L.Luo=u lt'l '-"7 '"':15•.._ ....... 
mically divergent integral (fig.2b). In paper th1s 1ntegral 
denoted by 1

2 
was estimated from the width of p -+ 2" process 

1 2 -=-t-
3
- r ==--. 

(217)4 (k2-m2)2 4g2 
As a result, the ampli\ude of 8° -+TJIT

0 

in the form 

process can be written 

T8 ... 1JIT = ~ F g 2 (cos(}- .j2 sin(}). 

We use the Goldberger-Treiman identity here 

mq 
g= 

(7) 

(8) 

where mq = 240 MeV is the effective quark mass. Then for the 

width of 8 ... TJ" process we get 

----------------~ r ({}:....lfl (g2F) 2 (cos(} -../2sin0)2 J.m: -(mTJ+m"o )2][m8- (mTJ4,o)lJ..40 MeV, 
8-+T}IT 37TID~ (9) 
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while the experimental value is/9/ 

rexp. =(52_+8) MeV a ... 1f1r 
(I 0) 

The agreement is quite good. 

3. THE DECAY 71 -+ 77°yy 

So, we have all components necessary to describe the de
cay 71 ... 77°yy. This process takes place with the participa
tion of three groups of diagrams mainly*. 

The first group is the triangle diagrams with the partici
pation of the intermediate p0 and w mesons (fig.3a). The 
contribution of such diagrams was estimated in paper 1111• The 
second group of diagrams is the box diagrams (fig.3b). Final
ly, the third group is again the triangle diagrams but with 
the intermediate a-meson (fig.3c). In the theory with chiral 
symmetry the last two groups of diagrams completely cancel 
out. The contribution from the first group remains only 1 4,11~ 
As a result, the calculated width is about three times as 
small as the experimental value. However, if we consider the 
a -particle to be the real a -meson, the decompensation of 
the last two groups occurs and the theoretical prediction 
for the width of the decay 71-+ 77°yy is considerably improved. 
The contribution from the first group of diagrams to the 
amplitude of 71-+77°yy process is (fig.3a) 

y3aap ;-- 1 1 
'I( )= (cosO-v2sinO}[---+-------l x 

p,w (277F) 2 (p-q )l! _.J (p-q )2 -m2 
1 p 1 w 

x((p2 -pq1)(gl'll q1 ql!- q~~)+pq1pv q~+ p~pJ.Iq~ -PJ.IPV q1 ql!-

-gJ.IV (pq1)(pq2)}frf~ + (ql .._-+ q2) • 

Here p, q 1 and q 2 are the momenta of 71 -meson and photons, 
2 

( 1 1 ) 

l! -the photon polarization and a ·=-.!?.£_ =3. The second term 
p 4TT 

in (II) follows from the first by interchanging the photon 
momenta. This part of the amplitude gives the following con
tribution to the width of the decay 71-+77°yy

111
' 

r(p,w) =0,36 eV. (12) 

*The fourth group of diagramms is connected with pion 
loops. It was studied in paper 1 ~1 • where it was shown that the 
contribution of such diagrams to the width of the decay 
71 -+ 77°yy is very sma 11 . 
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' 111) 
b) 

i f .P -··.y '\; --~ 
'To 

jl y 
c) 

Fig.3 

The contribution to the amplitude from the box diagrams 
(fig.3b) is 

T 2a ( (} 2 . (;l) I V J.l J.IV ) J.l V 
(CJ) = -~--2- cos - v sm 'q 1 q2 - g q 1 ~ ( 1 ( 2 . 

3y'3"F 
( 13) 

And, finally, the contribution from triangle diagrams with the 
intermediate 8 meson (fig. 3c) is 

8a g 2 V J.1 J.IV ) J.l V 
T (8) =- --=:..- ' -2---(q 1q 2- g q1q2 (1 ( 2 (14) 

3v3" (rna -2q1q2) 

Using the Goldberger-Treiman identity, the combined contribu
tion to the amplitude from the second and third groups of 
diagrams (13) and (14) can be rewritten in the form 

2a(cose -v2stn0) [ 
1-

3'1/3" F
2 

4m2 

2 q ](q~q~-gl"'q1~>{\;'-
ma - 2q1q2 

(IS) 

It is easy to see from the obtained expression that in the 
case of nonlinear chiral theory the contribution from the 
last two groups of diagrams to the amplitude vanishes. Real
ly, in the linear a -model, obtained in 

111 
in the one-loop 

approximation with quark loops, the a -particle plays the 
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role of the 8 -resonance. For it the following mass relation 
takes place 

2 2 2 
mu = m" + 4m q • ( 16) 

Then the bracket in (15) becomes 
4m2 

q 
[1 - 2 2 ] • 

4mq+mrr -2q 1q 2 
( 17) 

In order to deduce the nonlinear chiral model from the u -
model, it is necessary to make the mass of the u -particle 
to tend to infinity. It is seen from (16) that this limit 
is achieved by turning the effective quark mass to infinity. 
But in the limit mq-+"" the bracket ( 17) vanishes and the last 
two groups of diagrams do not contribute to the amplitude. . . . .. 

In the more real~st~c phys~cal case, when the u -meson is 
used instead of the 8 -particle the amplitude (IS) gives the 
following contribution to the width of the decay 

m2+m2 11 fT 

21IIrJ 
( dwyw2-m2(m 2+m2-2m_wf x 

rr'l/" 'I 
m" 

The interference of the first group of diagrams with 
other groups gives further considerably contribution 
width of the studied process 

(18) 

the two 
to the 

242ap(cos9-.J2sin8)2 
2 4m 2 m 2 

T(p,(t))(To) +T(8)) = 3rr8F4 (q1q) [1- 2 q ][ P -1]. 
\ ~ ms-2q1q2 m:-(p-q/ 

Hence it follows (19) 
- 2 

ae[a(cos8-v'2sin(l)] (J -J ) • 
r(lnt)= 12(2rr)8F4m'l/ 1 2 

(20) 

where 

(21) 
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Substituting the obtained values for J 1 and J2 into (20) 
we get 

rint =0,35 eV. (22) 

Summing (12), (18) and (22) we come to the final value for the 
total width of the process 

r 71 -.rroyfO, 98 eV. (23) 

This estimate is in good agreement with experimental data, 
obtained recently 181 

r;:~ =(0,81~0,22) eV. (24) 

4. CONCLUSION 

The calculation performed shows that in the u-model, ~h~~h 
emerges ~n ~ne cons~aerat~on or rour-quarK ~nteract~ons ~~.~~. 
u -particles should not be treated~as fictitious particles 
which must be eliminated from the final variant of the theory 
(for instance, by turning to the nonlinear chiral theory). 
They should be identified with well-known scalar resonances 
l(O+)o++ and 8(1-)0 ++ • The breakdown occurring here of 
mass formulae following from the chiral symmetry of theory 
(m; ==m! +4m:) should be considered as a breakdown of this 
symmetry, which does exists in Nature. 

So we arrive at the theory, describing only really exis
ting particles. The theory is completely renormalizable 
and gives results in a good agreement with many experimental 
data, in particular, for the decay 71-+ rr0 yy which is dif
ficult to explain with the previous positions. 

In subsequent publications it will be shown how the 
decays of scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, pseudo-vector, and 
tensor mesons are explained by our model. 

In conclusion authors express their gratitude to Ivanov A.N. 
for useful discussions. In his paper with Troitskaya N.I. 
the decay 7J -+rr0 yy is also described in some other model16•121 

Their result differs from our result ( (r o =0.7 eV). 
'f/-+TTYY 
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Kpeonanos ~.B., BonKoB M.K. E4-82-355 
B MOAenH Me30HOB C KBapKOBhlMH neTnHMH 

C flOMO~biD MOAenH, OCHOBaHHO~ Ha paCCMOTpeHHH qeThlpeXKBap
KOBhlX B3aHMOAe~CTBH~, OflHCbiBaiDTCH pacnaAJ>I Me30HOB, HA~e qepes 
K~apKOBhle neTnH. B~HcneHhl pacna,nbl p ... 7fY, w ... 7fY, TJ' ... py, 
TJ ... wy, B ... yy, B ... rpr H TJ ... rr 0 yy. llpeAnonaraeTCH, qTo 
pOnb cPHKTHBHhlX U -qacTH~ B KHpanbHO~ U -MOAenH HI'paiDT cPH3HqeCKHe 
pesoHaHChl f H 8. llpeAcKasaHHe AnH IIIHPHHbi pacnaAa TJ ... rr 0 yy xopomo 
COOTBeTCTByeT nocneAHHM 3KCnepHMeHTanbHbiM AaHHb~. 

Pa6oTa BhlnOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeTHqecKO~ cPH3HKH ORHH. 

Kreopalov D. V., Volkov M.K. The Decay 71 ... rr0 yy 
in the Model of Mesons with Quark Loops 

E4-82-355 

Decays of mesons, proceeding through the quark loop are 
described within the model based on the consideration of four
quark interactions. The decays p ... 7fY, W-+7fY, 71' ... py, TJ' ... wy, 
8 -+ yy, 8 ... TJ", TJ ... rr0 yy are calculated. It is supposed, that 
the role of fictitious u -particles is played by the physical 
-f and B resonances. The prediction for the width of the 
decay TJ ... rr 0 yy is in good agreement with recent experimental 
data. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics JINR. 
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